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A comprehensive review of the learning management system recently took place.  
Trent users of blackboard are now able to access the app with no added cost.   
 
Attendees stated the various challenges they have experienced with using 
blackboard including the following:  overwriting files, copy & pasting from word, 
setting up groups, preview user, managing students within groups, multi file upload 
using dropbox, safe assign possible in excel and rubrics. 
 
The following are some useful advice, tips and knowledge Ian shared on how to 
more effectively use blackboard: 

• ‘browse content collection’  is a new feature that allows you to create a single 
spot to store all files.  Building everything at the beginning of the term is 
possible and can simplify things. 

• A clean way to organize the information for the class is to create a table 
within “course content”, by week, with hyperlinks to each file.  The files 
would all still be stored in ‘content collection’ OR can be linked straight from 
your own computer.  (All the other headings under “course content” on the 
left hand side of screen can then disappear). 

• Copying and pasting from word is difficult and something that has been tried 
for a while but there are a few tricks to getting around it: 
• Copy and paste info in and if looks terrible (due to formatting), you can 

highlight it and click on the eraser on the top right which will take out all 
the formatting OR  

• copy and paste everything from word into note pad then copy and paste it 
into blackboard which will also take away all the formatting 

• To view the student use view, click the icon that resembles an eye in the top 
right hand corner  

• To add members to a group, go to “all users”, under ‘groups’ and click on 
“+add to group” 

• It is recommended to create groups after the ‘add deadline’ to avoid any 
stragglers  

• Students can be a part of more than one group but a student can only be a 
part of one group set.   

• Randon enroll – random, self enroll – students can do it themselves, manual 
enroll – instructor does it 

• For uploading more than one file, use ‘browse my file’  
• Students have been corrupting word documents (1000 videos on you tube on 

how to do this) before sending them, then blaming the system that 
blackboard corrupted it.  Ian can check to see the time that it was corrupted 



and the time that it was uploaded to see which came first. (if it was corrupted 
before uploading it, you know student did it, not blackboard) 

• If a file name has brackets in it, it will still upload to blackboard 
• If a green band appears across the top, you know the file has been uploaded, 

or you can click on the dropbox one more time to make sure 
• Rubrics (under course tools) – really want the ‘type’ to be ‘point range’  or 

just ‘point’; later is probably easier 
• It is possible to make more columns, ex. can have more columns for 

formatting than organization  
• link rubric to assignments by clicking ‘grading’, ‘associated rubrics’, ‘add 

rubric’, then chose the right rubric 
• blackboard does keep an original copy of assignment as well as the marked 

up copy (‘grade history’) for as long as the course is saved by blackboard 
(which is done for 2 years and 8 weeks). 

• Grading (mark up) can be done right in blackboard, but it is only designed in 
such a way that a limited amount can be done within the document ie. use 
the block on the right called ‘feedback to learner” if it is lengthy 
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